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We believe that a firm foundation is what sets the stage for future growth and

VP Operations & COO

development. 2010 was a year of tremendous growth for Sheltering Arms,

JAMES BRAITH

both in terms of strengthening our foundation and moving the organization
ahead toward achieving our vision of shaping rehabilitative care to improve
the quality of life in the communities we serve.
In the pages that follow, you will see how people, service, quality, growth,

VP Business Development/Medical
CHERYL LEE
VP Patient Care & CNE
ELLEN VANCE
VP & Chief HR Officer

finance and community form the very bedrock of this foundation. Growing

Medical Directors

stronger in each of these areas enabled us to help more patients regain their

HILLARY HAWKINS, M.D.

lives in 2010 and ensures our ability to continue to grow in order to meet the

TIMOTHY SILVER, M.D.

needs of our community in the future.

Board of Directors*

During the past year, we traveled far and wide to learn about the best
practices, the latest research and the newest technology we can use to help
our patients learn to regain their mobility and independence. We also formed
partnerships that will lead to our direct involvement in groundbreaking

CHARLES M. CARAVATI III
Chair
LISA TAYLOR POWELL
First Vice Chair
KATHRYN M. BARLEY

research designed to develop and test cutting-edge technologies and new

ANDY H. BENNETT

treatment protocols.

PETER H. BOWLES
EVANS B. BRASFIELD

In 2010, Sheltering Arms provided services for more patients than ever in our
hospitals, clinics and community-based programs. We also began serving

WILLIAM T. CLARKE, JR.
DAVID CONSTINE
BARBARA H. DUNN

patients in the skilled nursing facility setting, expanding our continuum

LAWRENCE E. GIBSON

of care. Our commitment to excellence was recognized nationally by The

WILLIAM E. HARDY

Joint Commission and we earned a disease–specific certification for our

DIANNE V. JEWELL
ANNE LYNDE (ex officio)

stroke rehabilitation at both hospitals. We also laid the groundwork for the

JOHN LEE McELROY III

iWALK Recovery Center, an innovative gait retraining center unlike any other

JOYCE F. NASH

treatment facility in the country, which opened in early 2011.
Our work would not be possible without the support and involvement of

THEODORE W. PRICE
CORBIN RANKIN
SUSAN J. RAWLES
AMES RUSSELL

our donors, volunteers, and board members. For your selfless gifts of time,

JAMES A. SLABAUGH

talent and financial support, we thank you for keeping us strong and making

JAMES E. SOK

it possible for us to help patients find the power to overcome.

ELIZABETH TALLEY (ex officio)
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People. Service. Quality. Growth.
Finance. Community. These are the six
pillars that form our foundation, the
source of our strength. Each one is crucial
to helping us achieve our vision to shape
the future of rehabilitation.
As we work toward building the future,
we must always remain true to our
foundation. Building strength as an
organization enables us to accomplish
our vital work and touch more lives
each year.
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Every day, our patients look to us to be
the source of their strength, through what
may be the most difficult challenges of
their lives. They rely on us to apply the
best practices and stay ahead of the
latest technology, guiding them through
their journey to recovery. We stand strong
to help our patients tap into their inner
strength—the power to overcome.
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People
People Who Pursue Excellence
Making a profound impact in our patients’ lives begins with
the people who make it possible—our staff. We encourage
them to stay ahead of the curve in their fields and share their
knowledge with colleagues and the larger community. With
numerous invitations to speak publicly and serve in professional
organizations, our staff is held in high regard in the physical
rehabilitation community. We are honored that our culture of
excellence was recognized with two awards in 2010.
Advanced Professional
Certifications
To help our staff stay on the leading edge, we invest in advanced
training above and beyond their
professional degrees. In many
cases, this means sending them
across the country to train with
the innovators of therapy equipment and pioneers of treatment
protocols. In 2010, our staff

SA-10002_FINAL.indd 4

»» Bioness® Certification
»» Certified Brain Injury Specialist
»» Certified Rehabilitation
Registered Nurse
»» Certified Wound Care Specialist
»» Constraint-Induced Therapy
»» Lee Silverman Voice
Treatment Certification
»» Lymphedema Specialist

earned advanced professional

»» Neuro Clinical Specialist

certifications in 27 categories,

»» Neuro-Developmental Treatment

totaling over 150 individual

»» Reo™Therapy Certification
(a robotic rehabilitation system)

certifications awarded.

3

OUR STAFF EARNED
CERTIFICATIONS INCLUDING:
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Career Development
Program

Our staff is also highly involved
in sharing their expertise with the
professional community through:

In 2010, we celebrated the fiveyear anniversary of our Career
Development Program. Developed
internally, this intensive program
encourages our therapy staff to
stay actively involved in research,
education and skill building, so
they can apply best practices to
benefit our patients.

Outstanding
Employer Awards
Last year, our culture of excellence was recognized on local
and national levels. In the Greater
Richmond Region, we received
Employer All Star awards for our
workforce development, recruitment, engagement and retention
practices. On the national level,
we were recognized as one of the
top 100 Best Places to Work in
Healthcare by Modern Healthcare
magazine. Sheltering Arms was
one of only two organizations in
Virginia to receive this award.

Sharing Our Knowledge
Eager to share newfound knowledge and training with their
colleagues, our clinical staff often
takes the initiative to develop
seminars that multiply their expertise throughout our organization.

1-877-56-REH A B
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PRESENTATIONS AND
SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS
»» American Physical
Therapy Association
»» American Occupational
Therapy Association

2010 EMPLOYER
ALL STAR AWARDS

»» Virginia Occupational
Therapy Association
BOARD APPOINTMENTS
»» American Physical
Therapy Association
»» Richmond Academy
of Medicine
»» Multiple Sclerosis Society

SERVICE AWARD
RECIPIENTS

FACULTY APPOINTMENTS
»» VCU Physical Therapy
and Medical Schools
COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
»» The Joint Commission
Advisory Committee on Stroke
Certification for Rehabilitation
»» The Continuing Education
Approval Committee for the
Virginia Physical Therapy
Association

CLINICAL STAFF INSERVICE

INVOLVEMENT IN ASSOCIATIONS
»» Virginia Injury
Community Planning Group
»» American Heart Association
»» Disability Taskforce
»» Virginia Arthritis
Action Coalition
»» Spinal Cord Injury
Association of Virginia

STAFF PRESENTATION
AT APTA CONFERENCE
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Service
Service Means Going Above and Beyond
When it comes to being sensitive to and meeting the needs of our
patients and their families, we strive to do more to serve them
better and exceed their expectations. We continually seek to be
more effective, accessible and patient-centered. Our dedication
to service means looking for ways, both big and small, to turn a
good experience into a great one. It all comes back to treating
the whole person—mind, body and spirit.

Walking Rounds Program

Expanded Referral and
Admissions Program

For our Inpatient Rehabilitation

5
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patients, we have taken the

During 2010, we increased our

concept of physician rounds a

physician referral and patient

step further. Our Walking Rounds

admissions program from five

Program brings the patient’s entire

to seven days per week. Prior to

rehabilitation team, including

admission to Inpatient Rehabilita-

physicians, nurses and therapists,

tion, patients must have a physician

to the bedside. This approach

referral and be evaluated by a

improves communication, giving

Sheltering Arms nurse liaison. The

everyone involved—including

expanded program helps us bring

patients and their families—regular

patients under our care more

opportunities to discuss patient

quickly so they can begin rehabili-

care as a team.

tation as soon as possible.
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Digital Medical Records

Pet Therapy Program

Post-discharge patient medical

There have been plenty of smiles

records are now more accessible,

and wagging tails since volun-

thanks to a major conversion

teers with Canine Companions for

project that turned volumes

Independence began bringing their

of paper records into a more

trained dogs to visit patients at

secure, digital format. This effort

Sheltering Arms Hospital Hanover.

streamlines the storage of medical

Feedback has been so positive that

records while making it easier for

we plan to expand the program to

patients and clinicians to get the

Sheltering Arms Hospital South.

PATIENT ACCESS STAFF

information they need.

Recreational Programs
ShareGivers™ Program

Through our Partner for Life Pro-

To enhance the support we provide

gram, we empower people of all

to stroke survivors and their caregiv-

abilities to embrace a lifetime of

ers, we launched ShareGivers, a peer

wellness through recreational activi-

visitor program of the American

ties. Every year, we hold a wide

Heart Association and American

variety of recreational events, such

Stroke Association. After complet-

as bowling and adaptive golf clinics.

ing classes designed to address the
physical and emotional changes
stroke survivors face, peer visitors
are equipped to help others move
forward. ShareGivers allows people
with a common bond to share
their experiences and lend support
throughout the recovery process.

PET THERAPY PROGRAM

One of the highlights of 2010 was
our 18th Annual Different Strokes
Golf Extravaganza, held on October
17. Pro golfer Anthony Netto demonstrated the Paragolfer®, a unique
mobility aid that brings golfers to
a standing position to strike the

PARTNER FOR LIFE
CLUB REC OUTING

ball. Those who attend this inspirational event often feel encouraged

Beauty Salon

to reengage in activities they once
loved or inspired to try something

Thanks to a generous donor, we

new for the first time.

installed a beauty salon for our
patients at Sheltering Arms Hospital Hanover. Looking good is a step
toward feeling better and building
confidence, and the new beauty
salon goes a long way toward lift-

18TH ANNUAL DIFFERENT
STROKES GOLF EXTRAVAGANZA

ing our patients’ spirits.

1-877-56-REH A B
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Quality
Taking Quality to a Higher Level
We recognize that our patients are also our customers, and the
quality of their experience is as important as the quality of the
care we provide. In addition to meeting the quality standards of
the most highly regarded accrediting body in the nation in 2010,
we continued to find ways to enhance the customer experience
at Sheltering Arms.

Accreditation by
The Joint Commission

Approval™ from The Joint
Commission means that Sheltering
Arms’ Stroke Rehabilitation pro-

Following

gram complies with the highest

an intensive

national standards for safety

review process,

and quality of care. This rarely

both of our

bestowed honor reinforces the

hospitals were

high level of care our Inpatient

nationally

Rehabilitation teams provide.

recognized for excellence with
certification and accreditation

Clinical Practice
Guidelines

by The Joint Commission.
In addition, Sheltering Arms

7
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earned Disease-Specific Care

We have literally written the

Certification in Stroke Rehabilitation

book on rehabilitation for stroke,

by The Joint Commission—with no

multiple sclerosis and Parkinson’s

recommendations for improvement.

disease. For these diagnoses, our

Certification and the Gold Seal of

staff has developed clinical practice
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guidelines—documents that outline

Total
Outpatient Visits

best practices for assessment
and treatment for all disciplines.

2007

64,516

2008

67,174

2009

71,908

2010

Enhancing the
Customer Experience

76,200

Every day, we strive to exceed our
patients’ expectations at Sheltering
Arms. Some of the measures we
put in place in 2010 include:
SERVICE PRIORITIES
Through workshops with our
employees, we identified and
ranked our top four service
priorities that guide our actions
and decisions: Safety, Compassion,
Quality and Efficiency.
COURTESY BEHAVIORS
Our employees worked together
to develop a list of expectations
that reflect the considerate,

Following Up
with Patients
Last year, we engaged CenVaNet
to follow up with our patients after
discharge from Inpatient Rehabilitation. CenVaNet’s specially trained
nurses call each patient to check
on their progress and compliance
with physician orders, helping to
assure the quality of care even
after patients leave our hospitals.

compassionate way we interact
with patients and each other at
Sheltering Arms.

Network for NeuroRecovery—Inpatient

2010 Admissions
by Diagnoses

Research on
Best Practices
To ensure that we continue to offer
our patients the most advanced

25.2%
47.2%

care, we traveled far and wide in
2010 to review the latest rehabilitation technologies even before they
became available on the mar-

11.4%
0.68%
15.6%

ket. Our staff visited the Florida
GOLD LEAF RECOGNITION

Institute for Human & Machine

This program gives patients, family

Cognition, Bioness Inc. in California,

members and staff a way to recog-

and the National Rehab Institute in

nize an employee for going above

Washington, D.C., among others.

and beyond expectations.

Stroke
Neurological Conditions
Brain Dysfunction
Spinal Cord Dysfunction
Major Multiple Trauma

1-877-56-REH A B
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Growth
Growing Stronger, Expanding Our Reach
The philosophy behind our approach to growth isn’t about getting bigger. It’s about growing stronger by providing a broader
continuum of care. Last year, we diversified the types of services
we offer and the places where we offer them. We also developed
alliances with innovators of rehabilitative technology and treatments, laying the groundwork for future growth.

New Clinic in the
Far West End

Rehabilitation for Skilled
Nursing Patients

Sheltering Arms is pleased to offer

Through a partnership with Health-

an outpatient rehabilitation clinic

PRO Rehabilitation, our therapists

for the first time in Richmond’s Far

are able to touch the lives of

West End. PT Works, an estab-

patients in an entirely new arena—

lished physical therapy practice

the post-acute healthcare setting,

located on John Rolfe Parkway,

where many patients continue

now operates as a division of

recovery following a hospital stay.

Sheltering Arms. The combined

Under the name Sheltering Arms

strengths of Sheltering Arms and

Therapy Solutions, this alliance

PT Works bring specialized sports

brings the best of both worlds

medicine and orthopedic physical

together for patients at skilled

therapy services to our patients.

nursing facilities by combining
the top-notch clinical services
of Sheltering Arms with in-depth
industry knowledge.

9
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to expand human capabilities.
Through this joint effort, we plan
to conduct clinical testing at our
facilities in the future, and some
of our patients may have the
opportunity to be part of this
groundbreaking research.

PT WORKS SIGNING

iWALK Recovery Center
Throughout 2010, we laid the
groundwork for the 2011 opening

Strategic Partnerships
for Research

of the iWALK Recovery Center

Bioness Inc., one of the nation’s

at Sheltering Arms. The first of

leading innovators in rehabilitative

its kind in Virginia, the iWALK

technologies, selected Sheltering

Recovery Center brings together

Arms as its first national partner.

the most advanced technologies

As part of our strategic alliance

specifically designed for patients

with the California-based company,

who have difficulty walking. We

we will play a significant role in

researched and selected leading-

helping their researchers develop

edge equipment that taps into

new technologies and refine exist-

the power of the brain’s neuro-

ing devices. We will also serve as a

plasticity—its amazing ability to

national and regional training and

compensate for damage using old

demonstration site, for the benefit

and new connections—to help our

of our patients as well as to train

patients learn to walk again.

physical therapists throughout
the country.

Robotic Exoskeleton
Research Grant
Last year, the U.S. Department
of Defense approved a $2 million grant to Sheltering Arms to
perform research on a robotic
exoskeleton with IHMC, the Florida
Institute for Human & Machine
Cognition. IHMC is a not-forprofit research institute of the
Florida University System, and its
researchers pioneer technologies

In 2010, we also began work on
forming a strategic partnership
with Hocoma, another leading
innovator of rehabilitative technology. Based in Switzerland, Hocoma
is the manufacturer of Lokomat®
and Armeo® products.

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
WITH HOCOMA

1,576
Lives touched
by Inpatient
Rehabilitation Services

13,868
Lives touched by
Outpatient
Rehabilitation Services

18,600
Patients served by
72 Sheltering Arms
therapists in other
area hospitals, skilled
nursing facilities, and
outpatient settings

121,043
Total patient therapy
sessions provided

using the potential of robotics

1-877-56-REH A B
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Finance
Finance Grounded in Solid Principles
Sheltering Arms was established by community members
who firmly believed in providing care to those who could not
afford it. Through prudent stewardship of our resources, an
important part of our mission today is to provide services and
offer financial assistance to those in need. As a not-for-profit
organization, it is our priority to support the community that,
in turn, supports us.

Our Founder’s Vision

resolved to help working families

board of ladies kept the fledgling

in Richmond who could not afford

hospital running. Although much

healthcare. With the assistance of

has changed since those early

her friends, she founded Sheltering

days, we remain grateful for our

Arms Hospital in 1889. Local nurses

donors and volunteers, who make

and physicians donated their time

it possible for us to serve as many

to treat patients and an executive

patients as we do.

The history of Sheltering Arms
began with the vision of one
woman, Rebekah Peterkin. Moved
by the suffering around her, she

11
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Financial Support to Sheltering Arms
Donations from DuPont
2009:
2010:

$41,239
$66,649

Last year, the DuPont Spruance
Plant’s 3000 Day Safety Club
exceeded their 2009 donation
by 62%, reaching an all-time high
since 1954. Through donation
boxes in their facilities, volunteering at Sheltering Arms events and
hosting the annual car and bike
show, DuPont employees have a
history of making a difference at
Sheltering Arms.

Bal du Bois Contributions
2010:

$100,000

The Sheltering Arms Junior Board
held the first annual Bal du Bois,
year, Robert Watkins and deVeaux
Riddick created magnificent
theatrical sets for the Richmond
tradition. In October 2010, we
celebrated five decades of their
work with a ceremony dedicating
a permanent display of the renderHanover. Our longest-running and
du Bois has raised more than $2

Fiscal Year 2010 | Oct. 1, 2009–Sept. 30, 2010
REVENUE

COMMUNITY BENEFIT

Net Patient Service Revenue...$42,494,519

Charity Care..............................$1,111,401

Other Operating Revenue.............$335,133

Subsidized Health Services.......$1,032,633

Non-Operating Revenue............$5,220,302

Donations to the Community........$212,050

Total Revenue.........................$48,049,954

Community Health
Education and Other....................$144,011

EXPENDITURES

Community Benefit
Programs.................................$1,388,694

Depreciation Expense................$1,914,753
Bad Debt Expense........................$282,195
Total Expenditures.................$49,197,580
Patient Services
Net Margin............................. ($1,147,626)

1-877-56-REH A B
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Donations from
community members
and organizations to
the Sheltering Arms
Foundation

65 volunteers
donated 7,059 hours
to our hospitals,
outpatient clinics and
community events

million over the years.

Supplies, Other Expenses........$12,272,103

$662,540

ings at Sheltering Arms Hospital
most successful fundraiser, the Bal

Salaries, Wages, Benefits........$34,728,529

DUPONT DONATION

or “Woodland Ball”, in 1957. Every

Total Community Benefit..........$2,500,095

$1,111,401
Financial assistance
and charity care
provided by
Sheltering Arms to
help 709 patients pay
for medical and
therapy services

$75,100
Funds provided
to patients in the Day
Rehab program in
need of transportation
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Community
Reaching Out to the Community
We have always been actively involved in the community,
reaching out to touch the lives of as many people as possible.
Through the media and public events, we strive to build
awareness of the many ways we can help people overcome
the challenges of illness and injury—and how to prevent
them from happening in the first place. As a not-for-profit
organization, it is part of our mission to give back to the
community that has given so much to us.

13
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Our Outreach Efforts
Throughout 2010, we increased

Celebration of the
Power to Overcome

awareness of the needs and capa-

An evening filled with humor and

bilities of people with disabilities

inspiration, the 4th Annual Celebra-

and educated the community

tion of the Power to Overcome

about health and rehabilitation

marked National Rehabilitation

issues through:

Awareness Week during the third
week of September. Held at The
Jefferson Hotel, the event was an
opportunity to share the joy of
the triumphs of patients who have
found the power to overcome their
challenges at Sheltering Arms.

33,600
Total lives
touched in 2010
Touching More Lives
Our founders could not have
dreamed of what Sheltering
Arms has become today. We
are truly on the leading edge,
fulfilling our vision to shape
the future of rehabilitative
care. Yet one thing remains
unchanged. We still find our
strength in the people who

STROKE RECOVERY SEMINAR

tirelessly support our vision.
Someday, Sheltering Arms

»» Magazine and newspaper
articles, newsletters, and TV
news features
»» Featured segments on WRIC
TV-8 “Monday’s Medical Minute”
»» Over 12.5 million impressions
(separate views) of our print
and web media
»» Free health screenings for
neurological disorders and
general health
»» Free seminars and screenings
on stroke prevention, treatment
and recovery
»» Living Healthy, Wealthy and
Wise, a free men’s health event
in honor of Father’s Day

may touch the life of someone you love by helping them
find the power to overcome
the challenges of an illness
or injury. With your donation,
you can help us touch even
more lives.

Please make your donation with the enclosed
envelope, or visit www.
ShelteringArms.com to
make a secure donation
online. Thank you for
your support.

»» Sponsoring and exhibiting at
many community health fairs
»» Sponsoring and participating
in events including the MS
Walk, Arthritis Foundation
Walk and the 5K Run & Roll
at The Virginia Home

1-877-56-REH A B
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